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Foreword to the First Edition 
 
On a cold winter’s day around the mid-eighties, I crossed the 

square in front of the Potsdamer Tor on my way to give the daughter of 
a family living in the Tiergarten Hotel her first violin lesson. Loud 
shouts from a car heading for the Potsdam train station interrupted my 
pedagogical musings. Since its occupants stopped and invited me to get 
in, I did not hesitate to accept the invitation. The passengers were 
Joachim, Rudorff and Kruse, on their way to take the next train to 
Magdeburg, to give a concert there with the Berlin Philharmonic 
Orchestra.  

 
The frequent trips that Joachim made at that time with the 

Philharmonic to the larger provincial cities of northern Germany, 
together with the concerts that took place under his direction in the 
Residenz, were vital for the continued existence of that excellent 
orchestra, which plays such an important role in the musical life of 
Berlin.  

 
When I arrived at the station platform, Kruse, in answer to my 

question as to what program would be performed in Magdeburg, 
pressed a ticket into my hand that he had bought in the meantime, 
pushed me into a wagon of the train that was ready for departure, and 
whispered to me: “You can come too and hear how Joachim plays the 
Beethoven concerto, and how we play Schumann’s D minor symphony 
and the third Leonore overture.” That was a persuasive, and — since the 
train had meanwhile started moving — urgent request from my friend, 
who was at that time the concertmaster of the Philharmonic Orchestra.  
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There were two paramount reasons why I did not regret this little 
trip: first, the concert, which went off brilliantly and is one of those 
memories one does not easily forget, and second, the pleasant get-
together with the three artists after the performance. The day before 
had been Rudorff’s birthday, and to celebrate it properly, Joachim had 
a few bottles of the sparkling wine brought in, which, under the name 
of “house key,” is called upon to play a certain role in my presentation. 
Just as an exquisite drop at the right time could thaw even that most 
taciturn of musicians, Robert Schumann, I have never seen Joachim in 
such an expansive mood as he was that evening after the concert in 
Magdeburg. We saw pass by us by in the flesh all the splendid artists 
who had sheltered his youth, encouraged his aspirations with their 
sympathy, and imparted such delightful enrichment to his whole life 
through the memory of the “hallowed hours” spent together with them. 

 
When we parted in the early hours of the morning, the idea 

occurred to me of uniting the individual pictures that our raconteur 
had brought before our inner eye into a whole, in order that wider 
circles might gain an insight into Joachim’s rich artistic life. My delay in 
carrying out this intention has in any case had the advantage that I have 
been able to include the last decade of Joachim’s work in the scope of 
my portrayal. The lively personal contact with the master, whose pupil 
I am proud and grateful to call myself, the frequent music-making with 
him, and the circumstance that I have, for more than a decade now, 
faithfully served him as an assistant teacher at the Hochschule, place me 
in the fortunate position of being able to describe the external course 
of his life with a guarantee of absolute fidelity; and to be able 
confidently to portray him as an artist based on intimate familiarity with 
his spiritual views, gained through continuous discussion. 

 
Had it required an incidental reason to wreathe the flowers which 

fortune has so generously strewn on his path — I could not think of a 
more beautiful occasion than the “Sixty Years’ Jubilee” of the master’s 
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artist career, on March 17, 1899. Rejoicing over the youthful freshness 
that still invigorates Joachim’s art, loyal students and friends dedicate 
this book to him as an offering on this exceptional celebration. 

 
An individuality can only be fully understood when the 

circumstances from which it has emerged are clarified and the ends to 
which it has developed are made known. The many influences to which 
Joachim was exposed from earliest childhood made it necessary to 
examine his artistic ancestors and contemporaries in sufficient detail to 
arrive at a proper appreciation of the service he has rendered to the 
artistic life of his time. In describing Joachim as a man, I had in mind 
Goethe’s dictum (to Heinrich Meyer, February 8, 1796): “All pragmatic 
biographical characterization must give way to the simple details of an 
important life.” With the extensive material that has been placed at my 
disposal, it would have been easy to make a much larger book; however, 
I have set a higher value on the attempt to create a rounded portrait of 
the master than on the aim of being exhaustive.  

 
For my historical and statistical data, two works have served me 

excellently: Hanslick’s Geschichte des Konzertwesens in Wien and 
Wasielewski’s Die Violine und ihre Meister. All the letters to Liszt, which 
can be found in the chapters “Weimar” and “Hanover,” are taken from 
the book by La Mara, Briefe hervorragender Zeitgenossen an Franz Liszt; 
those of Hans von Bülow from his Briefe und Schriften, edited by Marie 
von Bülow. 

 
I have not lacked for friendly encouragement and supportive 

involvement in my work. I am particularly grateful to Professor Dr. 
Julius Otto Grimm, Hofkapellmeister Albert Dietrich, and Professor 
Ernst Rudorff, who have kindly allowed me to access and partially 
publish their letters from Joachim. The most fruitful source for the 
clarification of relations in the distant past, however, has been 
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Joachim’s letters to Avé Lallemant, which show his relations to 
Johannes Brahms in such a beautiful light. 

 
Though no one will fail to appreciate the love I put into my work, 

I have come to realize while doing it that desire and ability are 
fundamentally different things. What sustained my self-confidence in 
such an unfamiliar occupation as authorship is to a practical musician 
was recalling Robert Schumann’s remark that he “often values a simple 
curse from a musician more highly than entire aesthetics.” Since I have 
endeavored in my presentation to aestheticize as little as possible, but 
rather to let the musician do most of the talking, I hope that my attempt 
at writing will be treated and judged with appropriate sympathy. I am, 
after all — “only a fiddler.” 

 
Berlin, September 1898 
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Foreword to the New Edition 
 
 
The friendly reception of the first version of this biography, which 

was at first only a somewhat extended commemorative volume on the 
occasion of Joachim’s sixtieth artist’s jubilee, has prompted me to 
thoroughly rewrite the book and to continue it through the passing of 
the master, which occurred on August 15th of this year. If I succeeded 
in condensing my presentation into a single volume with the first 
edition, this was no longer possible due to the abundance of material 
that has since become available. The new edition’s division into two 
parts is arranged in such a way that the first volume concludes with 
Schumann's death, the second with Joachim’s passing.  

 
While the first four chapters, which cover Joachim’s formative 

years, have not undergone significant revisions, they do contain 
additions that I consider enhancements. The succeeding sections, 
however, have been so transformed that, for example, “Hanover” has 
assumed a scope perhaps three times longer than the original. Various 
factors have contributed to this expansion: first, my acquaintance with 
the highly commendable source work by Dr. Georg Fischer, Opern und 
Konzerte im Hoftheater zu Hannover bis 1866 (Hahnsche Buchhandlung, 
Hanover and Leipzig, 1899), which not only frequently confirmed my 
own inquiries, but also provided insight into many hitherto only 
suspected events in the Guelph residence; second, Max Kalbeck’s 
Johannes Brahms (published by the Deutsche Brahms-Gesellschaft mbH, 
Berlin); third, the Literarischen Werke of Peter Cornelius, edited by his 
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son, Carl Maria Cornelius (Breitkopf und Härtel, 1904), the first 
volume of which illuminates Joachim’s sojourn in Weimar and his 
relationships with Liszt in a unique manner; then the Neue Folge of the 
Briefe Robert Schumanns, edited by F. Gustav Jansen (ibid., 1904);  
further, Clara Schumann; ein Künstlerleben, nach Tagebüchern und Briefen, 
by Berthold Litzmann (ibid, 1906); also Joachims letters to Schumann, 
which the master himself made accessible to me a few years before his 
death, and are printed here for the first time; and finally, the 
correspondence between Brahms and Joachim, the publication of 
which is to be completed after this “life’s picture” through my efforts.  

 
Although I generally feel that the frequent inclusion of letters and 

diary entries adversely affects the flow of a narrative, I thought it 
necessary to overlook this concern in the chapter “Hanover.” The 
correspondence between Schumann and Joachim, for example, 
provides such a vivid picture of the artistic and personal matters 
discussed between the two men that even the most skillful paraphrase 
would diminish the impact that reading the letters themselves conveys. 
On the other hand, the correspondence is not extensive enough to 
warrant a special edition. No matter how much opinions may differ 
regarding the form of its publication, however, there will be unanimous 
agreement among all who love and admire Joachim and Schumann as 
two of the most magnificent artists who ever lived in feeling glad that it 
has been preserved to us.  

 
When a father sends one of his children into the world, no matter 

how often this may happen, he typically accompanies it with blessings 
and with recommendations to friends and acquaintances. Following 
this paternal tradition, I now send my conceptual child into the world 
with the mission and wish that it should express gratitude for the 
acceptance it has received — thanks, especially, to Professor G. Jansen 
in Hanover for valuable guidance — and that many new friends may join 
the old, not so much for its own sake, but rather for the sake of the 
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personality to which its content is dedicated. For I have not only 
admired Joachim as an incomparable teacher, not only looked up to 
him as a divinely gifted artist, but also lost in him a fatherly friend, 
whose memory is engraved in my heart, indelible, deep, and true. And 
when I exclaim with Hamlet: 

 
“He was a man, take him for all in all, 
I shall not look upon his like again,” 

 
I know whereof I speak! 
 
Berlin, November 1907 
 
     Andreas Moser. 
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I. 
 

Childhood 
 

 
 
On a vast plain about an hour’s walk south of the old Hungarian 

coronation city of Pressburg lies the small hamlet of Kittsee, whose 
name is well known to our school children through Otto Hoffmann’s 
story Prinz Eugen, der edle Ritter (“Prince Eugene the Noble Knight”). In 
the spring of 1683, Emperor Leopold I held a military review on 
Kittsee’s land with the troops designated to oppose the Turks and 
Hungarians; and it was here that Prince Eugene of Savoy offered his 
services to the Emperor, which were gladly accepted in view of the perils 
of the impending war.  

 
Today, Kittsee is officially known by the Hungarian name of 

Köpcsény. Nevertheless, the residents almost exclusively speak German 
in their daily lives; they are diligent, hardworking Swabians whose 
ancestors immigrated in earlier centuries from the German Empire. 
They have not only not forgotten the language, customs, and traditions 
of their old Heimat, but have managed to preserve them with such purity 
that, when associating with the locals, one feels transported back to the 
land of their origins.  

 
Among this stalwart Swabian community, Joseph Joachim first saw 

the light of the world on June 28, 1831.1 He was the seventh of eight 
children with whom the couple Julius and Fanny Joachim were blessed 
over the years.2 Since the parents were of Jewish descent, the children 

 
1 This date, now commonly accepted, has never been officially authenticated. — RWE 
2 Joachim’s parents were Fanny (Franziska) Figdor Joachim (*ca. 1791 – † 1867), the daughter of a prominent Kittsee 
wool wholesaler then residing in Vienna, and Julius Friedrich Joachim (* ca. 1791 – † 1865), also a wool merchant,, 
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were also raised in the Jewish faith. The father, Julius Joachim, was a 
capable merchant of serious, somewhat reserved, character, but deeply 
devoted to his family. Through diligence and continuous effort, he had 
achieved a certain level of prosperity that enabled him to provide his 
children with a good education that matched their abilities. Fanny was 
a loyal helper to her husband, a loving and tender mother to the 
children, and, with her simple nature, she fit harmoniously into the 
framework that encompassed the picture of a warm and happy family 
life. Not burdened by worldly riches, the family nonetheless lived in 
such well-ordered circumstances that all physical necessities could be 
easily acquired. The question of the children’s intellectual education 
proved more challenging, however, as the educational resources of such 
a small community as Kittsee were quickly exhausted. Business 
considerations, and the desire to provide a more rigorous education for 
his children, led Julius Joachim to conceive a plan to leave Kittsee and 
relocate to a larger city. By 1833 the Joachim family was already in Pest. 
Accordingly, the Hungarian capital is the actual setting for the 
childhood and early youth of little Joseph — or rather, “Pepi,” as we 
must continue to call our little one, according to the prevailing Austrian 
custom.  

 
Music did not initially play a significant role in the Joachim family; 

they enjoyed listening, but had no deeper interest in it. Only the second 
eldest daughter, Regina, had such a pleasant voice that her parents 
arranged for her to receive singing lessons. This awakened little Pepi’s 
musical awareness; he listened with rapt attention to every note, and 
then tried to play his sister’s song on a child’s violin.  A friend of the 

 
born 20 miles to the south in the town of Frauenkirchen (Boldogasszony). The siblings were: Friedrich (*1812 – 
†1882, m. Regine Just *1825 – †1883), Josephine (*1816 – †1883, m. Thali Ronay), Julie (*1821 – †1901, m. Joseph 
Singer, *ca. 1818 – †1870), Heinrich (*1825 – †1897, m. Ellen Margaret Smart *ca. 1844 – †1925), Regina (*ca. 1827 
– †1862, m. William Östereicher,  *ca. 1817, and later Wilhelm Joachim, *ca. 1812 – †1858), Johanna (*1829 — 
†1883, m. Lajos György Arányi, *1812 – †1877 and later Johann Rechnitz, *ca. 1812), and Joseph  (*1831 – †1907, m. 
Amalie Marie Schneeweiss *1839 – †1899). An 1898 interview with Joachim [Musical Times, April 1, 1898, p. 225] 
claims that Joachim was “the youngest of seven children.” Although Moser claims that Joseph was the seventh of Julius 
and Fanny Joachim’s eight children, the name and fate of the eighth and last sibling is unknown. See: “Family,” 
https://josephjoachim.com/2013/06/16/454/ — RWE  

https://josephjoachim.com/2013/06/16/454/
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family, a medical student named Stieglitz,3 played the violin 
enthusiastically in his leisure time. Stieglitz had purchased the toy violin 
at a fair and gave it to Pepi for his fourth birthday.4 During his 
occasional visits, he introduced Pepi to the fundamentals of violin 
playing. The child’s musical intelligence and astonishing progress soon 
prompted Stieglitz to draw the parents’ attention to their son’s 
promising talent, and advise them to provide him with regular tuition 
from a knowledgeable source. Here, the father’s good judgment appears 
in the best light: rather than simply hiring an available, inexpensive 
teacher — as is common to do for beginners — he approached the best 
teacher in Pest, the concertmaster of the local opera, Serwaczyński. 

 
Serwaczyński (*1791 – †1862), who was born and died in Lublin, 

was a capable and clever artist who took his role as young Pepi’s teacher 
very seriously, advancing him with incredible speed. He did not limit 
himself to giving practical violin lessons, but as he gradually became a 
close friend of the Joachim family, he also exercised an influence on his 
student’s moral development. Pepi was a timid child, and afraid of the 
dark.5 This displeased Serwaczyński, who decided to help him overcome 
this weakness. One evening, he deliberately asked the child to fetch 
something from another room; but nothing would induce Pepi to walk 
through the unlit corridor to the remote room. Serwaczyński first tried 
to persuade him — and then he scolded him, ultimately leaving the 
house, saying that he no longer wished to teach such a coward. When 
after several days the teacher did not appear at the usual time, the child 
went to apologize to him and promised not to be fearful and foolish in  

 

 
3 He passed away in the 1880s as a respected physician and medical officer of a Southern Hungarian county. (Moser) 
4 Immense trade fairs were held four times a year in Pest: on St. Joseph’s Day (March 19), Medardus (June 8), St. 
John’s Day (August 29) and on St. Leopold’s Day (November 15). For a description, see: “Pesth,” 
https://josephjoachim.com/2013/06/15/391/ — RWE 
5 It seems likely that young Joachim’s fear of the dark stemmed from having recently lived through a disastrous 
nocturnal flood that killed many, and left his family homeless. See: “The Flood,” 
https://josephjoachim.com/2013/06/16/the-flood/ — RWE 

https://josephjoachim.com/2013/06/15/391/
https://josephjoachim.com/2013/06/16/the-flood/
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the future, if only he could have his beloved violin lessons again. 

The teacher’s experiment succeeded: the pupil faithfully kept his word.  
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 Apart from the violin, the boy’s general education was not 

neglected. Pepi spent his first year in the public elementary school; later, 
he participated in a private circle that brought together a number of 
boys of the same age at the home of the future concertmaster of the 
Royal Kapelle in Stuttgart, Edmund Singer.  

 Pepi made such impressive progress on the violin that 
Serwaczyński persuaded his parents to take him to the opera, to broaden 
his musical horizons. This visit made a significant and lasting 
impression on the little boy. C. Kreutzer’s Nachtlager in Granada was 
performed, and Serwaczyński played the violin solo.6 During the 
intermission, Pepi was allowed to approach the orchestra and get his 
first glimpse of the arrangements that would later become so familiar to 
him. On this occasion, Serwaczyński showed his young pupil the 
instrument on which he had just played, and the image of this violin 
imprinted itself so firmly in his memory that he recognized it at first 
glance more than thirty years later, when, during a concert tour in 
Sweden, it was offered to him for purchase by the Polish violinist 
Biernacki, who had acquired it from Serwaczyński’s estate. Joachim 
acquired the instrument, a well-preserved specimen from the elder 
Guarneri’s early period, and always carefully preserved it as the violin 
of his first teacher.  

 
Naturally, this first visit to the opera was followed by others, for 

once young Pepi realized that there was other music being made in the 
world outside of his violin lessons, he developed a true hunger for it. 
The Pest Opera was not bad for that time; it drew on traditions and 
memories that many more prominent temples of the muses might envy. 
Indeed, Beethoven had composed the music for King Stephen and The 
Ruins of Athens for the dedication of the Pest theater in 1811. The 
orchestra gave commendable performances, and the singers were highly 

 
6 Conradin Kreutzer’s Das Nachtlager in Granada (The Night Camp in Granada) is a romantic opera in two acts on a 
libretto by Karl Johann Braun von Braunthal after Friedrich Kind’s 1818 drama of the same name. It was first 
performed on 13 January 1834 in the Theater in der Josefstadt, Vienna. 
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regarded. Half a century later, as Joachim recounted his earliest 
childhood memories in intimate conversations, he still recalled the 
disputes that had unfolded among the audience regarding two of the 
female singers, leading to curious spectacles among those involved. One 
of the two singers, Agnes Schebest, later became the wife of David 
Strauss, the author of Das Leben Jesu (The Life of Jesus).7  

 
 Meanwhile, Serwaczyński had developed his young pupil 

through the study of violin schools by Rode, Kreutzer, and Baillot, as 
well as etudes by R. Kreutzer, to the point where Pepi could effortlessly 
play pieces by de Bériot, a violin concerto by Cremont, and 
compositions by Mayseder. In light of these excellent results, and in 
order to reward his pupil’s efforts with public recognition, Serwaczyński 
decided to introduce him to a larger audience. On March 17, 1839, 
teacher and student performed a double concerto by Eck in a concert 
at the “Adelskasino,” and Pepi played Pechatschek’s “Variations on 
Schubert’s Trauerwalzer” as a solo.8 Anyone looking critically at these 
pieces will see that a considerable technique is necessary to play them 
well, and Serwaczyński would have demanded a good deal more from 
his talented pupil than a simple mastery of the notes. Serwaczyński 
appears to have been an excellent teacher for the left hand; however, he 
devoted only little attention and care to bow technique. We shall see in 
the next chapter what notable consequences this oversight would have.  

 
 Pepi’s appearance in the Adelskasino was indeed a brilliant 

success for the teacher and student alike. The lage gathering cheered 
the blond-haired, seven-year-old violinist with their encouragement and 
honored him by calling him out several times. In later years, his only 
the memory of his début was that he was immensely proud of the sky-

 
7 Agnese Schebest, née Agnese Šebesta (*1813 – 1869) was a well-regarded Austrian mezzo-soprano. She was attached 
to the Pest opera from 1832 – 1836. — RWE 
8 Viennese violin virtuoso, conductor, and composer Franz Xaver Pecháček (*1793 – †1840) was a pupil of Ignaz 
Schuppanzigh and Emanuel Aloys Förster. From 1809 to 1822, he performed at the Theater an der Wien in Vienna. 
Thereafter, his career took him to Germany. He died in Karlsruhe. — RWE 
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blue coat adorned with mother-of-pearl buttons that he wore for the 
occasion! 

 
 

 
 

Joseph Joachim 
at the time of his début in the Adelskasino in Pest 
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 The Pest magazine Der Spiegel devoted the following lines to 
the memorable event in its issue of March 21, 1839: 

 
 
“In Pest wurde am 17. März im Saale des Nationalkasinos 

ein besonders interessantes Konzert veranstaltet, welches durch 
eine zahlreiche Zuhörerschaft mit ihrer Anwesenheit beehrt 
wurde. Es gelangten zum Vortrage: a) G. Onslows schönes 15. 
Quintett. — b) Deutsches Männerquartett, Komposition des 
Pester Musikers Herrn Merkel — c) Friedrich Ecks 
Doppelkonzert für zwei Violinen; vorgetragen nebst 
Quintettbegleitung durch den 

vortrefflichen Stanislaus Servaczyński und durch seinen 
achtjährigen Schüler Joseph Joachim. Von diesem letzteren 
Wunderkinde können wir nichts weiter sagen, als daß wir in 
ihm und an ihm ein wahres Wunder sahen und hörten. Sein 
Vortrag, die tadellose Reinheit der Intonation, die Bewältigung 
der Schwierigkeiten, die rhythmische Sicherheit entzückten die 
Zuhörer dermaßen, daß sie unaufhörlich applaudierten, und 
daß jeder einen zweiten Vieuxtemps, Paganini, Ole Bull aus 
ihm prophezeite.” 

 
 

“A particularly interesting concert was held in Pest on March 
17 in the hall of the National Casino, which was honored by the 
presence of a large audience. The following pieces were 
performed: a) G. Onslow’s beautiful 15th Quintet. — b) German 
Männerquartett, composed by the Pest musician Mr. Merkel — c) 
Friedrich Eck’s double concerto for two violins; performed 
together with quintet accompaniment by the by the excellent 
Stanislaus Servaczyński and his eight-year-old pupil Joseph 
Joachim. Of this latter child prodigy we can say nothing more 
than that we saw and heard in him and from him a true marvel. 
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His performance, the impeccable purity of his intonation, his 
mastery of the difficulties, and his rhythmic security, so delighted 
the audience that they applauded incessantly, and one and all 
prophesied that the child would become a second Vieuxtemps, 
Paganini, or Ole Bull.” 

 
 
This first public concert was of considerable significance for Pepi, 

as it gained for him the acquaintance and interest of Count Franz von 
Brunswick and his sister Therese, as well as Herr von Rosti, members 
of two distinguished noble families in the Hungarian capital, who 
simultaneously opened their homes to him. Beethoven dedicated his 
piano sonata Op. 57 (Appassionata) and the Fantasia Op. 77 to Count 
Franz, and his Op. 78 to Therese. It is an acknowledged fact that 
Beethoven was on intimate terms with the Count for thirty years, and 
that his “Immortal Beloved” can have been no one other than Countess 
Therese.9 Herr von Rosti later became the father-in-law of the great 
Hungarian poet and later Minister of Culture Eötvös.  

 
Quartet playing was regularly cultivated in both these houses — 

primarily the classics, but also much Onslow, who was at that time quite 
popular among quartet players. Thus, in his earliest years, through 
frequent listening to good chamber music, Joachim came into close 
contact with the genre of music in which he would later excel as a 
performer. And therein lies a certain foreshadowing: that, even as a 
child, the future greatest interpreter of Beethoven’s music associated 
with individuals who not only spoke the name Beethoven with 
reverence but had also been personally and spiritually close to the great 
genius. 

 
As the gentle dawn kisses the young day, still dreamy and burdened 

with dew, not yet aware that, in a few hours, the radiant sun will 
 

9 This is no longer an “acknowledged fact.” — RWE 
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illuminate it in full glory in the firmament, so the lofty name Beethoven 
greeted Joachim’s earliest childhood memories, and the child did not 
sense that this name would, after a few years, illuminate and warm his 
artistic career in radiant beauty! 

 
In the summer of 1839, the Joachim family received a visit from a 

beloved relative, Fanny Figdor from Vienna. She was the daughter of 
Pepi’s eldest uncle on her mother’s side, a musical woman who made 
music solely for her own pleasure but was nevertheless a quite 
accomplished pianist.  

 
Cousin Figdor took the greatest delight in her young cousin, who, 

despite his early youth could already play the violin so charmingly, and 
together with Serwaczyński, she encouraged his parents to have Pepi 
trained as a virtuoso. For the parents, however, this meant the 
separation from their beloved child. While the musical circumstances 
in Pest were quite satisfactory for that time, Cousin Fanny insisted that 
Pepi should go to Vienna. There, better teachers were available, music 
was cultivated in a much more extensive manner, and in general a 
different atmosphere prevailed than in the still culturally remote Pest. 
The move was made easier by the presence in Vienna of Pepi’s 
grandfather Figdor, with whom he could live, and the relatives there 
also offered to bear the costs of raising and educating the promising 
child.  

 
And so, with the mother’s blessings, the three travelers — Herr 

Joachim, Fanny Figdor, and Pepi — set out cheerfully for the imperial 
city on the Danube, which was to become the little violinist’s second 
home for the next five years. 
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II. 
 

Vienna 
 

 
 

Hand in hand with the development of chamber music, or rather 
prompted by it, violin playing had been enthusiastically cultivated in 
Vienna since the middle of the eighteenth century. Dittersdorf, who had 
begun his career as a child prodigy on the violin, over time became one 
of Vienna’s most outstanding violinists, and enjoyed as much esteem as 
a virtuoso on his instrument as he did later as a composer. Both Haydn 
and Beethoven were also proficient violinists, and it is well-known that 
Mozart could play his own violin concertos admirably. In the 18th 
century it was taken for granted that composers should be intimately 
familiar with the nature of string instruments even if they were primarily 
trained as pianists, whereas nowadays composers who know their way 
around the fingerboard and the bow are rare exceptions. The old masters 
often found it necessary to play their works themselves; thus, it was 
entirely natural, and given their expertise, self-evident, that they should 
write in accordance with the character of the respective instruments. 
Thus, compared with the chamber music of today, the older chamber 
music is more melodious, and being admirably suited to the instruments 
for which it was written, has achieved widespread popularity among 
performers. Because these masters performed on the violin only 
occasionally (with the exception of Dittersdorf, whose contributions to 
the development of violin playing should not be underestimated), we 
must regard Anton Wranitzky (1761–1819) as the true founder of the 
specific Viennese violin school. Although versatile and prolific as a 
composer, his importance for the future lies in the fact that he trained 
several outstanding violinists who gave the Viennese School its distinctive 
character. 
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It is not easy to describe the characteristics of the older Viennese 

violin school, since it was initially  mostly influenced by Italy, and its later 
development predominantly by France. This was due to the geographical 
location of the imperial city on the Danube. While Italian and French 
artists had always been favored at German courts, Vienna was also a 
pleasant stopover for traveling virtuosi heading to the North or to Russia. 
Of the Italians, one need only mention Ferrari, Lolli, and Mestrino; of 
the French, Rodolphe Kreutzer, Pierre Rode, and Pierre Baillot. Some 
stayed in Vienna for a short time, others for longer periods. The 
deepening and spiritualization of the Viennese violinists due to these 
influences could only be further enhanced by Ludwig Spohr’s many years 
of activity in the Austrian capital. The creations of the great Austrian 
composers gradually gave significance to the lively rhythms of South 
German dances, and Franz Schubert introduced and established 
Viennese elements through the idealization of the Ländler and waltz; the 
Viennese violin school has thus not only retained its distinctiveness 
despite foreign influences but has been richly enhanced by the charming 
treatment of dance forms by Haydn, Mozart, and Schubert. Among the 
virtues that have always been admired in the older Viennese school are 
smooth bowing and — as a result, a free, sensually beautiful tone — and 
virtuoso command of the fingerboard up to the highest registers. But they 
also excelled in the interpretation of their own works, and those of others 
as well. On the one hand, their playing was distinguished by sparkling 
rhythm and strong accentuation; on the other by a natural warmth of 
expression. This, while touching only lightly the deeper emotions, 
imparted to their performance an effortless, pleasing, and elegant quality. 
Some proponents of this influential school were also proficient 
composers, skilled chamber music players, and leaders of orchestras.  

 
In the first half of the 19th century, Joseph Mayseder (1789–1863) 

was decidedly the most distinctive representative of the Viennese violin 
school. A student of Wranitzky, Mayseder enjoyed from a young age the 
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intellectual and musical guidance of Schuppanzigh, in whose quartet he 
played second violin. His comprehensive skill, suave bowing technique, 
and flexible, crystalline tone allowed him to render pieces of graceful, 
delicate, or piquant character in an unparalleled manner. In his youth, 
he received acknowledgment from Spohr10 and Paganini for his 
intellectually lively playing and virtuoso treatment of the instrument; in 
later years, he secured the unqualified admiration of Joachim. In his 
transcription of Brahms’s Hungarian Dances, originally composed for 
piano, Joachim paid a gracious tribute to the Viennese violin master by 
marking a passage “à la Mayseder” — a nod to Mayseder’s style. Hanslick 
heard him still as a quartet player in the house of Prince Czartoryski and 
remarked, “Here I had the personal pleasure of hearing the famous 
veteran and admiring the sweet, bell-like purity of his tone, the 
unparalleled cleanliness of his technique, and the noble grace of his 
performance. In Haydn’s music, Mayseder could be considered flawless; 
second only to that came his rendition of Mozart’s and Spohr’s quartets, 
and naturally his own numerous quartets. He cared only for the early 
quartets of Beethoven; for the later ones, he lacked love and 
understanding, and perhaps also greatness and passion.”  

 
While Mayseder, in addition to his highly noteworthy 

compositional activities, was the most spirited embodiment of brilliant 
solo playing, we find in another of Wranitzky’s pupils, Ignaz 
Schuppanzigh (1776 – 1830), the chamber music player par excellence. 
Although already highly regarded by his contemporaries for his 
rendition of Haydn’s and Mozart’s quartets, his most enduring fame lies 
in the fact that he premiered the majority of Beethoven’s creations for 
string instruments. When only sixteen years old, he played the first 
violin in the quartet of boys organized by Prince Lichnowsky, and a 
dozen years later, we find him at the height of his abilities as the leader 
of the famous Rasumovsky Quartet. In both positions, he achieved such 

 
10 In 1812, Spohr deems Mayseder — who later gained equal influence and fame through his “Ducat Concerts” 
organized first with Hummel, and afterwards with Moscheles and Giuliani, and as a composer of numerous brilliant 
and delightful violin pieces — the “most distinguished of the Viennese violin virtuosi.”  
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outstanding results, especially in the interpretation of Beethoven’s 
chamber music, that, in Seyfried’s words, “throughout the entire art 
world, there prevailed but one voice about it.” In addition, 
Schuppanzigh served as concertmaster in most of the Akademien 
organized by Beethoven, and subsequently, he conducted the orchestra 
for the Augarten concerts, where the majority of Beethoven’s orchestral 
works were performed. We continually encounter the excellent artist in 
the intellectual service of the musical genius, demonstrating a 
familiarity with his instrumental works scarcely equaled by any of his 
contemporaries. 

 
The Viennese violinist Franz Clement (1784 – 1842) was 

exceptionally musical, and a talented violinist. In his autobiography, 
Spohr recounts that, on the day after the performance of his oratorio 
The Last Judgment, Clement played several numbers from it “note for 
note, with all harmonic progressions and orchestral figures,” without 
ever having seen the score. In the same book, Spohr continues: “It was 
rumored at the time in Vienna that, after hearing Haydn’s The Creation 
several times, Clement knew it by heart so well that he made a complete 
piano reduction with the assistance of the libretto. After Clement had 
reviewed it against the score, Haydn adopted it for publication.” 

 
And in a letter to Thayer concerning the alterations and cuts that 

Beethoven was supposed to make for the revival of Fidelio, Röckel, the 
second Viennese “Florestan,” writes: “As the entire opera was to be 
revised, we immediately set to work. Princess Lichnowsky played from 
the full score on the piano, and Clement, sitting in a corner of the 
room, accompanied the entire opera by heart, playing all the solos of 
the various instruments on his violin. As Clement’s extraordinary 
memory was widely known, no one besides me was surprised by it.” 
(Thayer, Beethovens Leben, vol. II, p. 294.) 
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Clement was unanimously considered one of the greatest virtuosi 
of his time, displaying astonishing prowess on the fingerboard that 
allowed him to conquer the most daring challenges with the greatest 
bravoura. Beethoven’s high regard for Clement is evidenced by his 
having composed the Violin Concerto, Op. 61, for him. The original 
bears the dedication: “Concerto par Clemenza pour Clement, primo 
Violino e Direttore del Teatro a Vienna, da Luigi van Beethoven, 
1806.” — “When Dr. Bartolini [recte: Bertolini] told Jahn that 
‘Beethoven as a rule never finished commissioned works until the last 
minute,’ he named this Concerto as an instance in point; and another 
contemporary notes that Clement played the solo a vista, without 
previous rehearsal.” (Thayer) 

 
 The latter report can only be understood to mean that the score and 
orchestral parts were finished so late that Clement had to perform the 
concerto without a prior orchestral rehearsal. Clement probably 
practiced his solo part thoroughly beforehand and went through it with 
the composer at the piano. For the violinist capable of publicly sight-
reading Beethoven’s Violin Concerto, especially from the composer’s 
handwritten score, has yet to be born! 

 
 An interesting account of Clement’s concert by the newly 

established Wiener Theaterzeitung states: “The outstanding violinist 
Clement performed, among other notable pieces, a violin concerto by 
Beethoven, which was exceptionally well-received due to its originality 
and numerous beautiful passages. Clement’s proven artistry and grace, 
his strength and assurance on the violin, which is his slave, were warmly 
received with loud bravos. — Connoisseurs are unanimous in their 
judgment of Beethoven’s concerto; they recognize many beauties in it, 
but stress that its continuity often seems fragmented, and the endless 
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repetition of certain commonplace passages could easily become 
tedious, etc.”11 

 
 Nevertheless, it appears that Clement, despite his outstanding 
artistic abilities, did not have a resilient character, as he faced 
unfavorable circumstances in the last two decades of his life, preventing 
his artistic career from reaching a satisfactory conclusion. The young 
Joachim saw him wandering through the streets of Vienna in a 
disheveled state.  

 
Between Schuppanzigh, Mayseder and Clement, Joseph Böhm 

(born 1795 in Pest, died 1876 in Vienna) occupied a special position. 
He is the acknowledged head of the modern Viennese violin school; 
indeed, perhaps the most significant violin pedagogue of the previous 
century. Trained by his father and Pierre Rode, he became an excellent 
violinist and, as a young man, performed with great success in Italy, 
Germany, and France; but feeling a greater attraction to teaching, he 
soon abandoned his virtuoso career. In 1819, he was appointed 
professor at the Vienna Conservatory,12 and in 1821, he was hired as 
first violinist at the Hofburg. In his calling as teacher, he established his 
most enduring reputation; among the many accomplished violinists he 
mentored, Georg Hellmesberger senior, Heinrich Wilhelm Ernst, and 
Joseph Joachim proudly and gratefully identified themselves as his 
students. Alongside his teaching duties, Böhm was also highly regarded 
as a quartet player, although in this capacity he had long since 
withdrawn from public life.13  

 
11 C. M. von Weber, who had appointed Clement as a conductor in Prague, writes to Rochlitz: “Hummel’s playing is 
exceptionally assured, delightful, and finely articulated — exactly what Clement is as a violinist.”  
12 The Vienna Conservatory was founded by the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde. It opened in 1817 with a vocal class, 
followed in 1819 by the violin school. In the Wiener Musikzeitung (No. 76 from the year 1819), Jos. Böhm announced 
that the Society of the Friends of Music had appointed him professor of violin playing, with the privilege of accepting 
students for his own benefit. The lessons cost 1 florin Wiener Währung each. (Hanslick, “Geschichte des Wiener 
Konzertwesens”) 
13 Hanslick says, “In the year 1821, Joseph Böhm took it upon himself to revive the quartet entertainments initiated by 
Schuppanzigh in the Prater, which had been discontinued for several years. They began on the first of May, and 
occurred at 8 o’clock a.m. in the first café on the Prater-allée. Holz, Weiß, and Linke, together with Böhm, formed the 
quartet, and the players performed so well that the Musikzeitung of 1821 extatically declares: ‘This is how Beethoven’s 
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We shall soon make closer acquaintance with Joseph Böhm; for 

now, we must turn our attention back to young Joachim, who, newly 
arrived in Vienna, eagerly awaited the events that were about to unfold.  

 
At first, the little newcomer was warmly welcomed into his 

grandfather’s house; through attentive and affectionate care, 
Grandfather Figdor attempted to prevent his grandson from feeling 
homesick. Nevertheless, the kindly old gentleman, who didn’t know 
much about music, remained for a long time in Joachim’s memory as 
his first stern critic — for every time the boy scraped or whistled on his 
violin, he could be sure of his grandfather’s admonition: “Joseph, you’re 
playing sour notes!” Meanwhile, Cousin Figdor, Pepi’s benevolent 
guiding spirit, ensured that the violin lessons proceeded without delay. 
Young Miska Hauser, a student of Mayseder who was just beginning to 
make a name for himself in the salons of the capital, became Joachim’s 
first violin teacher in Vienna. However, this instruction lasted only a 
few months. Perceptive individuals quickly understood that such a 
remarkable talent needed the nurturing of an experienced teacher and 
seasoned artist; moreover, at that time, Hauser’s restless wanderlust had 
already stirred, prompting him to embark on his extensive world travels.  

 
Georg Hellmesberger the elder (1800–1873), who at that time held 

the most prominent artistic positions in Vienna, was then engaged to 
teach young Joachim. Having been trained in Böhm’s school, 
Hellmesberger was as important a teacher as he was an excellent 
violinist and exceptional conductor. Concurrently with Joachim, he 
taught his two sons, Joseph (1829-1893) and Georg (1830-1852). The 
former, in particular, would later achieve high artistic renown. Georg, 

 
and Mozart’s quartets should be heard!’ — “On one such occasion, Beethoven had invited the four quartet players to 
breakfast. Soft-boiled eggs were served. Böhm opens one, realizes it is spoiled, and discreetly attempts to swap it with a 
second one. The second one is also bad. Beethoven notices Böhm’s discomfort and, with loud expressions of 
displeasure, resolves the situation in the quickest manner by throwing the eggs out the window. Other patrons were 
sitting outside, however, who objected to being barraged with rotten eggs. A minor uproar ensues, which can only be 
pacified by invoking Beethoven’s famous name.” (Theodor von Frimmel, Ludwig van Beethoven) 
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who also became a first-rate violinist, later preceded Joachim as 
concertmaster in Hanover. To this youthful trio, the young [Afolf] 
Simon (later concertmaster in the Hague) was added, so that 
Hellmesberger at that time enjoyed a quartet of prodigies — a not easily 
repeatable occurance. At the 1840 Bürgerspitalsakademie, the four young 
violinists played the then-popular Concertante for four violins by 
L[udwig] Maurer, receiving thunderous applause for their virtuoso 
ensemble performance. Maurer’s Concertante is equally rewarding and 
challenging, demanding considerable skill from each of the players, in 
both violin technique and musical assurance. Despite the considerable 
public success that accompanied this concert, Hellmesberger found the 
bowing technique of one of his young pupils so hopelessly stiff that he 
saw no prospect for him. And this unlucky fellow was our Pepi! 

 
It is worth noting again, as Joachim himself attested, that 

Serwaczyński was interested only in the development of the left hand. 
However, in his negligent disregard for bow control he committed a 
lapse that has hindered so many youthful violin talents from reaching 
their full potential, for without free bow technique, it is impossible to 
play the violin in a healthy and expressive manner.  

 
One can imagine how disheartened our Pepi must have been over 

Master Hellmesberger’s pronouncement! His parents, visiting Vienna 
at the time, were convinced that their son’s artistic career had been just 
a beautiful dream; indeed, the father, with his common-sense view of 
the situation and his dislike of half-measures, had already made the 
decision to take his little boy back to Pest to steer him towards a 
different profession. Then, Ernst announced several concerts in 
Vienna. Pepi had heard much about this marvelous violinist, who 
despite his youth had already gained European fame; through incessant 
pleading the boy was able to persuade his parents to allow him to stay 
in Vienna until he had at least heard the sorcerer play once. With his 
spirited playing, astonishing and brilliant technique, and his 
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incomparably beautiful tone, Ernst made such an overwhelming 
impression on the boy that his uncle Nathan Figdor asked the parents 
for permission to take the child to him, to seek his judgment as a final 
authority. This distinguished artist, the most dazzling virtuoso since 
Paganini, quickly and presciently discerned exceptional talent in the 
little boy. He sent word to the parents that they need not worry about 
their child’s future, and advised them to send Pepi to study under 
Joseph Böhm, from whom he himself had learned everything that could 
be acquired from a teacher. If the boy showed enthusiasm and love for 
the craft, he said, Böhm would very soon make his stiff bowing free and 
flexible. Given such counsel from such a source, the parents felt 
compelled to listen, and the result has proven how wonderfully correct 
Ernst was.   
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Joseph Böhm 
Photo: Emil Rabending, k.k. Hof-Photograph, Vienna 
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Thus, Pepi became a student of Joseph Böhm, who, as a surrogate 
father, welcomed him fully into his home and taught him faithfully for 
three years. For the rest of his life, Joachim could not say enough 
commendable things about the manner of his instruction. Rigorous, 
serious, and objective, it was at the same time affectionate and 
encouraging in every respect.  

 
The primary goal was to attain a free, unrestrained bowing 

technique, and in this, Böhm was a consummate master and ideal 
teacher. The instructional materials included the relevant works of 
Rode and Mayseder, especially the former’s twenty-four Caprices in all 
keys, which, aside from their musical value, have remained the 
unsurpassed studies for acquiring a sound bowing technique.  

 
The outstanding result that the teacher eventually attained with 

his pupil needs no explanation for any violinist fortunate enough to 
have heard Joachim.  

 
The study of duets for two violins received the most extensive 

attention in Böhm’s school, as it greatly fosters good intonation, while 
simultaneously promoting confidence and skill in ensemble playing. 
Professor Grünwald14 has told me on several occasions that the students 
sometimes had to play nothing but duets for months on end, until this 
inherently beautiful literature became familiar to the point of 
exhaustion.    

 
 

 
14 [Adolf] Grünewald, who taught in Berlin until his death at age 75 on January 6, 1901, had been, at Ernst’s 
prompting, a student of Böhm at the Vienna Conservatory. Despite being a few years older than Joachim, he followed 
the development of his younger companion with lively interest from the start and expressed his genuine admiration 
for the superior genius without jealousy. I owe to the amiable old gentleman my knowledge of certain characteristic 
traits of Joachim’s artistic development, as well as of the activities at the Vienna Conservatory at that time.  
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Joachim always remembered his teacher and caregiver with 
touching gratitude and loyalty, and also, for her tenderheartedness, his 
teacher’s wife. Though childless, the Böhms lived in happiest 
matrimony. They had but one housemate: a nephew, who was also 
taking violin lessons. Mrs. Böhm was not a practicing musician; 
nevertheless, she had a keen interest in her husband’s art and 
profession. As a result, she was exceptionally well-versed in musical and 
violin-related matters. She was often present when her husband taught 
his young protégé, and she took careful note of his instructions. While 
Böhm was teaching at the conservatory or attending to his duties in the 
Burgkapelle, Pepi had to practice his assignments at home. As he played, 
Mrs. Böhm would often sit with a needlework project and supervise the 
young boy’s work. Then the mistress admonished [in Viennese dialect]: 
“Peperl, you know, that was not good at all, and it must sound even 
more beautiful; you have to practice such a passage persistently until 
you get it to go smoothly and effortlessly, etc.” But if persuasion and 
admonition proved ineffective, it would often happen that the curtain 
of the glass door to the next room was drawn back, revealing Böhm’s 
mentor-head with a stern yet loving expression, or the door opened, and 
the strict Professor called out, “Confounded boy, you’ll fiddle properly 
right now!” That usually did the trick.  

 
Joachim frequently reminisced with sincere satisfaction about the 

innocent banter he faced because of his Jewish heritage in the home of 
his strictly Catholic foster parents. Upon leaving the church, where she 
habitually attended confession, the Frau Professorin would occasionaly 
frighten the young student by exclaiming: “Well, Pepperl, today the 
chaplain gave me a good dressing-down again because we have a 
heathen like you in the house; but don’t you worry — just do your 
practicing like a good boy and we’ll answer for the rest with the dear 
Lord!” She was a believer in the only true Christianity: the practical! 
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As Pepi steadily advanced, Bohm’s interest and affection for his 
promising pupil increased. He regularly had him play larger pieces with 
the orchestra at the conservatory, including the Rondo from 
Vieuxtemps’ Concerto in E Major, and Ernst’s Othello Fantasy, thus 
accustoming the young boy to the limelight at an early age.  

 
There was always great excitement among the young violinists 

when renowned virtuosi from beyond Vienna such as Ernst, de Bériot, 
Vieuxtemps, the two Milanello sisters, and others, took the stage. Of 
the two violin-playing sisters, it was particularly the dark-eyed Teresa 
who left a strong impression on young Pepi with her graceful manner 
and winsome violin playing. One of the last artistic figures from 
Joachim’s childhood, she married General Parmentier in Paris and died 
in October 1904. Until then, the master never failed to visit the 
illustrious lady whenever his travels took him to the French capital.  

 
Following the extraordinary successes that the sorcerer Paganini 

garnered with his first appearance in Vienna in 1828, the time had 
come when the sky truly rained violins on the city on the Danube. Each 
year new, brilliant virtuosi appeared, and it grew increasingly difficult 
for any one individual to avoid being overlooked amidst the wealth of 
talent. It is no wonder, then, that an artistic shallowness prevailed, 
prompting individuals to measure artistic achievements by external 
success. But Master Böhm was not swayed by such superficial 
considerations, nor was he diverted from the course he had deemed 
correct. He ensured that his students were acquainted with all the latest 
developments in violin literature, believing that independence in 
playing could only be achieved through all-round technical ability; 
above all, they were not permitted to neglect the intellectual sustenance 
and artistic stimulation that can be derived from the cultivation of our 
magnificent chamber music. Virtuosity is commendable; however, the 
true artist strengthens his backbone best when he immerses himself 
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affectionately in the study of the great works with which the classics 
have so abundantly endowed us.  

 
And Böhm lived up to these lofty demands in the most artful 

manner. While he had ceased public performances since the late 
twenties, due either to real or imaginary anxiety, he all the more eagerly 
engaged in quartet playing at home with like-minded friends. These 
gatherings at the Böhm residence served as an inexhaustible font of 
memories for Joachim, representing an era of artistic practice that 
reached its conclusion with his passing. For me, they became a source 
of invaluable instruction when we later collaborated on the publication 
of Beethoven’s string quartets. 

 
2 

 
When Joachim came to Vienna, twelve years had elapsed since 

Beethoven’s death, and eleven years since Schubert’s passing. One 
might imagine that the memory of these great masters still resonated in 
every fiber of their surviving contemporaries’ being. Regrettably, such 
was not the case. To be sure, there was a small, select circle of 
enlightened individuals who, with reverent admiration, bowed before 
Beethoven’s imposing greatness; however, the vast majority of the 
music-loving public would only come to grasp the magnitude of 
Beethoven’s genius after major performing artists such as Mendelssohn, 
Clara Wieck, Liszt, Vieuxtemps, and Joachim, had proclaimed the 
greatness of their creator to the astonished world through public 
performances of his works.  

That the genius of Schubert could only shine in its full beauty for 
an admiring posterity after decades, may to some extent be explained 
and excused. The earthly sojourn of this master unfolded with a lyrical 
tranquility, interrupted only marginally by the “Schubertiades” — 
convivial gatherings of kindred spirits. If one also accounts for his love 
life, shrouded in ambiguity, and some small journeys to Upper Austria, 
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Styria, and Hungary, one has essentially told Schubert’s life story. He 
had no ambition for the struggles of this world. Once he had completed 
a work and introduced it to his circle of friends, he occasionally wished 
to present it to a wider public. However, if challenges and complications 
arose, he would let the matter drop. He was driven to write down the 
hundreds of thoughts and melodies that occurred to him in the 
meantime, in order “to get them off his chest.” Schubert, who began 
his career as a composer of songs, altered the course leading to the 
broader public, since, at that time, songs with piano accompaniment 
were not deemed suitable for concert use, but relied on cultivation in 
domestic circles, where they in essence belong.15 Additionally, many of 
Schubert’s compositions, including his most beautiful and mature 
works, only appeared in print decades after their creator’s death, thus 
remaining completely unknown to the public and further artistic 
circles. It is mainly due to the enthusiastic pen of the kindred spirit 
Schumann, Liszt’s transcriptions, Herbeck’s keen sense, and Hanslick’s 
efforts that Schubert today occupies the position he deserves and has 
become the musical favorite of the German people. 

With Beethoven, the situation was different. He was a man of action 
and was fully involved in the musical activities of his time. An 
outstanding pianist, he could present his creations to the public himself 
and personally conduct his orchestral works. Moreover, among the 
finest artists and several music-loving aristocratic families, a circle of 
friends and admirers had formed around him who, though they could 
not yet grasp his immense genius in its entirety, nevertheless looked up 
to his towering spirit with a sense of awe and admiration. Since the 
appearance of the six string quartets, Opus 18, Beethoven had also 
completely dominated the field of chamber music, and his artistic 
influence continued to expand. The intellectual and technical 
advancement that violin playing experienced through him is 
immediately apparent when one considers the almost virtuosic 

 
15 It seemed like a bold innovation when Liszt accompanied the singer Randhartinger on the piano with some 
Schubert songs at one of his Vienna concerts in 1838. 
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treatment of the violin in the sonata Opus 47, written for the mulatto 
Bridgetower and later dedicated to R. Kreutzer — not to mention the 
Rasumovsky Quartets, Opus 59, and the Violin Concerto! 

Schuppanzigh was not entirely wrong when he complained to 
Beethoven about the harsh effects he demanded of the string 
instruments in the later quartets; for even today, we often feel that even 
the finest violin is an inadequate tool to completely express his last 
works’ powerful ideas. But Beethoven was not the man to make 
concessions. Driven by the idea that the expressive and performance 
capabilities of the string instruments were far from exhausted with the 
graceful lyricism of his first quartets, he set them tasks that even today 
only a few select artists are able to perform in a satisfying way. 

Joachim once told me that his teacher, Böhm, was also chided by 
Beethoven during the first rehearsal of one of the last quartets, when 
he had declared a passage unplayable, saying: “Böhm — he is an ass!” 
However, by the next rehearsal, he had changed the passage, and patted 
the Primarius reassuringly on the shoulder, asking, “Na, Böhmerl, is it 
alright now?” 

Let us now recall the state of affairs after Beethoven’s death. 
Among Beethoven’s contemporaries, Spohr explicitly states in his 
autobiography that he does not admire Beethoven’s later quartets, nor 
does he rank them above the first six. And C. M. von Weber, after 
hearing the 7th Symphony, said: “Now the extravagances of this genius 
have reached the non plus ultra, and Beethoven is ripe for the 
madhouse.” Even such a sharp and penetrating mind as Moritz 
Hauptmann could not resist a feeling of aesthetic discomfort when 
listening to the last quartets. If such men were not able to follow the 
heavenward flight of Beethoven’s muse, can the Viennese musicians be 
too harshly blamed if they too were unable to grasp the sublime beauties 
of these mighty works? 

There was indeed a period in Beethoven’s life when it seemed as if 
his genius was fully appreciated, at least among a small community. It 
was during the time of the Rasumovsky Quartet (1808--1816), into 
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which he had breathed his artistic spirit in direct communication and 
intellectual exchange. It would have been just as correct to call it the 
“Beethoven Quartet,” since Rasumovsky placed them entirely at the 
disposal of the master and made it his mission to perform Beethoven’s 
quartets with the utmost care and perfection. But when the second 
violinist of the quartet left Vienna and the same was organized as the 
“Schuppanzigh Quartet” to hold public concerts, the audience reacted 
with hostility or rejection towards Beethoven’s later quartets. This 
should not be surprising, and it would be misguided to scoff at the 
shortsightedness of our ancestors. Even today, some movements of 
these creations, filled with the deepest thoughts, only elicit amazed 
admiration among art lovers who have the opportunity to hear them 
performed flawlessly on a regular basis, or those who seek to understand 
them through an in-depth study of the scores. 

With Beethoven’s passing and the death of Schuppanzigh three 
years later, the surviving contemporaries felt relieved of the moral 
obligation to devote their valuable time to the study of such disagreeable 
and hopeless matters as the last quartets, and for thirty years, they were 
as good as dead and forgotten in Vienna’s public musical life. 

Even the Müller brothers’ quartet, which had organized a number 
of chamber music evenings in Vienna with sustained success in the early 
1830s, only dared to include a movement from Beethoven’s later 
quartets in their program now and then. The vast majority of the music-
loving public was so entangled in the snares of Italian opera that it only 
acknowledged dazzling instrumental virtuosos, or at most, listened to 
the gemütlich melodies of Lanner and Strauss. Even at a concert of the 
Society of the Friends Music in 1839, it was still possible for a singer to 
perform the bravura aria from Donizetti’s “Lucia di Lammermoor” 
between the first and second movements of Schubert’s Symphony in C 
major! 

 


